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2-block Springer fibers: convolution algebras and coherent
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Abstract. For a fixed 2-block Springer fiber, we describe the structure of its irreducible
components and their relation to the Bialynicki-Birula paving, following work of Fung. That is,

we consider the space of complete flags in C" preserved by a fixed nilpotent matrix with 2
Jordan blocks, and study the action of diagonal matrices commuting with our fixed nilpotent. In
particular, we describe the structure of each component, its set of torus fixed points, and prove
a conjecture of Fung describing the intersection of any pair.

Then we define a convolution algebra structure on the direct sum of the cohomologies
of pairwise intersections of irreducible components and closures of C*-attracting sets (that is

Bialynicki-Birula cells), and show this is isomorphic to a generalization of the arc algebra of
Khovanov defined by the first author. We investigate the connection of this algebra to Cautis
and Kamnitzer's recent work on link homology via coherent sheaves and suggest directions for
future research.
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Introduction

Many important algebras arising in representation theory (Hecke algebras, universal

enveloping algebras, etc.) have a geometric description based on convolution
products.

Besides their intrinsic interest, realizing an algebra in terms of convolution allows
for a geometric understanding of the representation theory of that algebra, in particular,

the construction of collections of standard and costandard modules, indicating
the existence of an interesting representation theory along the lines ofhighest weight
categories or quasi-hereditary algebras. This approach has been applied with great
success to the representation theory ofWeyl groups, Hecke algebras of various flavors
and universal enveloping algebras, as is ably documented in the book of Chriss and

Ginzburg [CG97].
Using 2-block Springer fibers we present a construction of a family of convolution

algebras with a somewhat different nature than the above examples (see Section 4
for a precise description). With a certain specific choice of parameters and the two
Jordan blocks of the same size, the algebra is related to the Ext-algebra of certain
coherent sheaves on a resolution of the corresponding Slodowy slice and to a graphically

defined algebra, called the arc algebra M*, introduced by Khovanov [KhoOO].
For the general 2-Jordan-block case (not necessarily equally sized), we establish an

isomorphism to the more general version of the arc algebra as introduced in [Str09]
and [CK06].

Our construction is built on a careful explicit geometric and combinatorial analysis
of the geometry of the Springer fiber and its components. Apart from the 2-Jordan-
block case, the structure of irreducible components of Springer fibers is not sufficiently
well understood to generalize this construction, though significant progress on the
structure of components and their intersections has been achieved in the square-zero
(i.e. two column) case studied in [MP06], in addition to the 2-Jordan-block case
studied here.

Khovanov used his arc algebra to define a categorification of the Jones polynomial

([KhoOO]), followed by a representation theoretic categorification of the Jones

polynomial and the Reshetikhin-Turaev i7(sl2)-tangle invariant obtained by the first
author in [Str05]. The choice of Jordan block sizes corresponds there to a choice of a

specific weight space in atensor product of many copies of the natural £7(sl2)-module,
hence naturally extends the case of two blocks of the same size. It is known that after
restriction to a suitable subcategory, this categorification of the Jones polynomial
agrees with Khovanov's ([Str09], [BS08a], [BS08b]).

On the other hand, Cautis and Kamnitzer ([CK08]) used the geometry of spaces
connected with two-row Springer fibers to define arelated knot homolog}' theory using
certain categories of coherent sheaves, whereas Seidel, Smith [SS06] and Manolescu

[Man07] constructed a symplectic version of Khovanov homology using a certain

Fukaya category connected to the Springer fibres of interest to us. Our convolution
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algebra construction is motivated by both of these constructions, though perhaps
more strongly the latter. More precisely, the cohomology of the intersection of two
components in our picture should be seen in analogy to the morphism space between

two (compact) Lagrangian submanifolds in [SS06] and one of our main results will
be the definition of a convolution product structure on the direct sum of all these

morphism spaces mimicking the composition of morphisms in the Fukaya category.
We hope that our description of the convolution algebra will ultimately shed some

light on the connection between the algebraic-representation theoretic categorification
and the geometric ones. In particular, we expect that, with the correct identifications,
the algebras appearing in all three contexts are isomorphic, establishing some rather

surprising equivalences of categories (see Section 5 for results in this direction).
An analogous construction associating an algebra to a hypertoric variety has been

developed by the second author with Braden, Licata and Proudfoot ([BLPW08]).
Like the algebra we define, this hypertoric algebra is quasi-hereditary and moreover
Koszul (which is known to be true for our algebra as well, [BS 10]). The Koszul dual
of this hypertoric algebra is the algebra associated via this convolution construction
to the Gale dual hypertoric variety.

Let us outline the content of the paper in more detail. For any nilpotent endo
morphism N of C", we have the following (in general, not smooth) subvariety of the full
flag variety, which only depends (up to isomorphism) on the conjugacy class of N:

Definition. The Springerfiber of a nilpotent map N : C" -> C" is the variety of all
complete flags 3? in C" fixed under N (i.e. for an}' space Ff of the flag 3?, we have

that NFi cFi-i).

We can always naturally associate a Springer fiber with any parabolic subalgebra

p of sl„ containing the standard Borei of all upper triangular matrices: given p, we
have a composition of n which, in turn, determines a Jordan type, hence a nilpotent
conjugacy class in M(n x n, C). More canonically, this is a regular nilpotent in the
Levi of p. In the present paper, we restrict to the case where N is nilpotent with two
Jordan blocks (i.e. where p is maximal or, equivalently, dim ker N 2).

In Sections 1-3, we will concentrate on combinatorial and geometric preliminaries.

We first recall the description of irreducible components of these Springer
fibers (following [Fun03]), and more generally consider the closure of cells in the

Biaiynicki-Birula paving of the Springer fiber. For all such closures, we verify Fung's
conjecture that pairwise intersections of such are smooth, iterated IP ^bundles and

explicitly determine their cohomology rings as quotients of the cohomology ring of the

full flag variety.
Then, in Section 4, we equip the direct sum of all these cohomologies (with

appropriate grading shifts) with a non-commutative convolution product which turns
it into a finite dimensional graded algebra H*. In the case where the two Jordan blocks
have the same size, the underlying vector space is isomorphic to the one underlying
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Khovanov's arc algebra. For all block lengths, we obtain the vector spaces underlying
the generalized versions of Khovanov algebras.

The generalized versions of Khovanov's algebra have a quasi-hereditary cover M*
described by the first author in [Str09] and now sometimes called KS-algebras. For
a detailed description and further properties of these generalized Khovanov algebras
and their representation theory, we refer to [BS08a] and [BS 10]. We construct a

quasi-hereditary cover H* of our first convolution algebra using a Bialynicki-Birula
paving of the Springer fiber, with respect to a generic cocharacter of the maximal
torus commuting with JV. The set of fixed points for this torus action are in natural

bijection with the idempotents in the algebra Mm (and hence with indecomposable
projective modules in the parabolic category O0 or in the quasi-hereditary cover of
the generalized arc algebra). We denote by ^w the closures of Bialynicki-Birula
cells. (In our special case these can also be viewed as the stable manifolds under the
Morse flow of the moment map of this cocharacter or as the closure of a fixed point
attracting set). Taking cohomology over C, we show that

H' := 0 H*Qèw r\W){d(w,w'))
w,w'

can be equipped with a convolution algebra structure which is a (non-negatively)
Z-graded algebra after appropriate grading shifts (d(w, w')) indicated on the right
hand side.

We then show the main result of our paper.

Theorem. The algebra H* (resp. the extended version H*) and the generalized arc
algebra M* (resp. its quasi-hereditary cover M*) are isomorphic as graded algebras.

Note that by Theorem 3 of [Str09] the category of ^"-modules is equivalent to
the category ofperverse sheaves on a Grassmannian (constructible with respect to the
Schubert stratification). Hence this algebra actually has two geometric realizations,
one arising from constructible sheaves, and one which seems to be related to the

Fukaya category and coherent sheaves.

Since the KS-algebras are the endomorphism rings of certain projectives in
parabolic category O0, by Koszul duality ([BGS96], Theorem 1.1.3), this is isomorphic to
an Ext-algebra of simple modules in a singular blockof category (9 corresponding to a

weight precisely fixed by Wv (in the so-called dot-action). This theorem then suggests
that we have an embedding of this singular category Ö into the Fukaya category of
the Slodowy slice $n_kjc- In this way one might hope for a direct connection with
the construction in [SS06].

Finally in Section 5, we consider how our model (and thus, indirectly, the KS-
algebra and category O0) is related to the sheaf-theoretic model of Khovanov
homology given by Cautis and Kamnitzer [CK08]. To each crossingless matching
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a e Cup(n) (that means to each primitive idempotent in Khovanov's arc algebra) their
model associates a certain coherent sheaf i*Çl(a)1'2 on a certain compact smooth
variety related with Slodowy slices. The variety naturally contains the Springer fiber we
had considered previously, and the sheaves in question are supported on the component

we associated with a. As our notation suggest, these sheaves arise from square
roots of canonical bundles (Theorem 39).

We show that, as a vector space, the Ext-algebra of these sheaves can be identified
with our algebra H* (and thus also with Khovanov's algebra):

Theorem. With the notation in Section 5 there is an isomorphism ofgraded vector

spaces

Extcoh(s«_^)0**^(û)1/2'7^(^)1/2) Hm(anb)(d(a,b)),

We have not been able to determine whether the Yoneda product on this space
is isomorphic to the arc algebra M*. Obviously, this would be a very interesting
question to resolve. It might be a first step to solve the question of whether the
functorial tangle invariants of Cautis and Kamnitzer ([CK08]) can be identified with
the functorial tangle invariants of Khovanov ([Kho02]) and (equivalently) of the
second author ([Str05]).

The half-densities Çl(a)1'2 are simple objects in the heart ~C ofa certain t -structure

on the category of coherent sheaves on a smooth compact space Zn. This space is a
certain compactification of the pre-image under the Springer resolution of a normal
slice to the nilpotent orbit through JV at JV.

We describe the other simple objects in this heart, and show that it carries ahighest-
weight structure with the same Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials as the corresponding
highest weight KS-algebra, say A.

Conjecture. There is an isomorphism between ~€ and the category of finite dimensional

modules over the algebra A.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Richard Thomas, Joel
Kamnitzer, Daniel Huybrechts, Tom Braden, Roman Bezrukavnikov, and Clark Barwick
for their insight and suggestions, we are grateful to the referee for many detailed
comments and in particular to Mohammed Abouzaid and Ivan Smith for pointing out
a mistake in a previous version of the paper. Both authors would like to thank the
Institute of Advanced Study where most of this research was carried out.

Preliminaries

In the following, all vector spaces and cohomologies are defined over C We
abbreviate 0 <8><C- An algebra will always be a unitary associative C-algebra. A
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graded vector space will always be Z-graded. For a graded vector space M and

i e Uwe denote by M(i) the graded vector space with homogeneous components
(M(i))j Mj_i.

Let V be an n-dimensional complex vector space and JV : V -> V be a nilpotent
endomorphism of Jordan type (n — k, k). For ease, we assume 2k < n. Explicitly,
we equip V with an ordered basis {p\,..., pn-k » a\ » • • • > Ik) with the action of JV

defined by
N(pi) Pi-i, N(qt) qt-i

where, by convention, po qo 0 and often write C" instead of V. We let
P (Pi, ¦ ¦ ¦, Pn-k) andQ (qi,...,qk).

Let X be the variety of complete flags in V, and let Y be the fixed points of
exp(JV) acting on X. So, Y consists of all complete flags Fq C F\ C • • • C V such

thatJV(Ff)çFf_i.
The ordering on the basis equips V with a standard flag

{0} C (pi) C (pi,p2) C ••• C </?i p„-k,qx,---,qk-x) C F,

which is invariant under JV.

1. Irreducible components and their cohomology

1.1. Matchings and tableaux. In order to describe the irreducible components of
Y, we will first have to define some combinatorial machinery. This section will cover
a number of results from the article of Fung [Fun03], which will be necessary for
later.

Definition 1. A standard tableau is a filling of the Young diagram of a partition such

that the rows and columns are strictly decreasing (read from the top left corner).

Definition 2. A crossingless matching is a planar diagram consisting of n points, k
cups, and n —2k rays pointing directly downward such that each point is attached to

exactly one cup or ray, cups only pass below points, not above them, and no cup or

ray crosses any other. We say that a point at the end of a cup is matched and one at
the end of a ray is orphaned.

Given any standard tableau S of shape (n —k,k), we can associate a crossingless
matching m(5) of« points, numbered from left to the right, such that the bottom row
of the tableau contains all the numbers which are at the left end of a cup, and the top
row of the diagram contains all the numbers which are at the right endpoint of a cup,
or are the endpoint of a ray.
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Proposition 3. This assignment gives in fact a bijection between standard tableaux

ofshape (n — k, k) and crossingless matchings/cup diagrams ofn points with k cups
n —2k rays.

Example 4. Let k 2, n 5. Then we have the following five standard tableaux

5 4 3 5 4 2 5 3 2 5 3 1 5 4 1

2 1 3 1 4 1 4 2 3 2

and the associated cup diagrams (with one orphaned point in each case):

• • • • • • • • • •u u • • • • •u u • • • • •u u • • • • •

Example 5. The following will be our running example, (and the notation should be

kept in mind): Let k 2, n 4. Then we have two standard tableaux

S(W):=
4 3

2 1 5(UU) :

4 2

3 1

where the first corresponds to the cup diagram Cup(y) with two nested cups, the
second to the cup diagram Cup(UU) with two cups next to each other. There are no

orphaned points.

Given a tableau S of shape (n — k, k) let Sv be set of numbers in the lower row
of the tableau, and SA the set of numbers in the top row. If iS is standard, the cup
diagram m(iS') defines a map a : Sv -> SA sending the beginning of a cup to its end.

Let 8(i (o(i )—i +1 )/2 be the number of cups nested inside the one connecting
i and <y(i) for any i e Sv. Note that 8(i) encodes the size of the cup starting at i.
For instance, the diagram W has 8(2) 1 and 8(1) 2. We let c(i) be the column
number of i, i.e. the number of columns to the left (inclusive) of the one which i lies
in.

1.2. Components and matchings. Spaltenstein [Spa76] and Vargas [Var79]
established a bijection between the irreducible components of Y and the standard tableaux

of shape (n — k,k) which allowed them to describe the components as closures of
explicitly given locally closed subspaces:

Definition 6. Let S be a standard tableau of shape (n — k,k). The associated
irreducible component Ys is the closure of the set of complete flags Fo C • • • C Fn V
in Y such that for all i e Sv, we have Ft ç Ff_i + im JVc(i)_1.

Alternatively, (see [Fun03]) one can use the following much more hand}' definition:

let ti be the number of indices smaller than or equal to i in the top row, and

similarly for bt and the bottom row, then we have
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Proposition 7. A complete flag {0} Fo C • • • C Fn V lies in Ys ifand only if
for ail i e Sv, we have N (-fV(f)) — Fï-i, andfor each i e SA\ a(Sv), we have

Fi N~bi (im N"-k-tl +bi

Note that the condition of being in a component associated to S means that the

spaces Fi where i labels either on orphaned point or the right end of a cup in m(iS)
(i.e. i e SA) as a set, are completely determined by the spaces Fj-i corresponding
to the point at the left endpoint of a cup as a set, but this is not true for the ends of an
individual cup.

Example 8. For our running example we have

Fiju {Fo cFiC N'HFo) (pi,qi) CF3C N~1(F2) C4} C Y,

Yw {Fo C Fi C F2 C JV^CFi) C N~2(F0) C4} C Y.

Hence Yw P1 x IP1, whereas Y^ is anon-trivial P1-bundle over IP1 (aHirzebruch
surface).

By [Fun03], Proposition 5.1, all irreducible components are iterated P ^bundles;
in particular, they are smooth.

1.3. Cohomology ofcomponents. The variety X carries n tautological line bundles
of the form Vf Fì/Fì_\ where we use Fi to denote the corresponding tautological
vector bundle on X, and its restriction to Y and Ys- These line bundles generate
Pic(X), and their first Chern classes X; C\(Vi) generate the cohomology ring
H*(X; C). This presentation is due to Borei and gives an isomorphism of H*(X; C)
with the algebra of coinvariants for the obvious action of the symmetric group iS„ on

C[xi ,••• ,x„],that is,

H'(X;C)^C[xl,---xn]/(€l(x),---,€n(x))

where éj is the i-th. elementary symmetric polynomial in the variables Xj (see e.g.
[Ful97]).

Theorem 9. The cohomology ring ofYs has a natural presentation of the form

H'(YS;C) o* C[{Xî}îeSv]/({x2}îeSv).

Thepullback map i£ : H*(X) -> H*(Y$) is surjective, andgiven in thispresentation
by

is(Xi) \ -X<r-l(ï)> i e °(Sv) C SA,

0, otherwise.
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Proof. By [Fun03], Proposition 5.1, Ys an iterated P1-bundle, with the maps to P1

given by the line bundles Vi for i e Sv. Hence, the cohomology ring H*(Ys', C)
is generated by their first Chern classes (since these give a generating set in the
associated graded with respect to the filtration coming from the Leray-Serre spectral
sequence). Since these line bundles are pullbacks from X, the map i£ is surjective.

We will find relations between these using the Chern classes of related bundles.

First, note that by the definition of Ys, we have exact sequences of vector bundles for
each i e Sv:

0 —? ker Nm —? F„m ^Fa(i) —? Fam/Ft-i —? 0,

0 —? ker JV5«"1 —? Fff(0_i ^FffW_! —? Fff(0_i/F, —? 0.

It ma}' happen at <5(j) 1, in which case we interpret JV° as the identity map, and

the lower exact sequence becomes trivial. Since ker JV "' is a trivial subbundle of
F„, we obtain in K-theory

[F*(fì/Ft-i] - [iV(f)_i/Ff] [Kff(0 e Vt] 0.

The Chern classes of a bundle only depend on its class in K-theory, so that the

following equalities hold in H*(Ys', C):

C\(Va(i) ® Vi) xa(i) + Xi 0,

C2(7<r(f) e Vi) Xff(f)Xf o.

If i e SA\ a(Sv), then the bundles Fi and Fi-i are both trivial, so Xt 0.

Thus, the Chern classes Xj for i e Sv generate the cohomology of Ys, and the
relations which we claimed hold. These must be sufficient, since the quotient by the
relations we have proven above and H°(Ys) both have dimension 2 the latter by
Theorem 5.3 of [Fun03]. D

Example 10. Let R ^ C[X]/(X2). We have isomorphisms of graded rings

Hm(YCW) Q* C[xi,x2]/(xj,x2) ^R0R,
and

#-(ïc(uu)) C[Xl,x3]/(xj,x2) ^R0R.

2. The Bialynicki-Birula paving and stable manifolds

2.1. The torus action and fixed points. The torus (C*)" of diagonal matrices in
the basis given by the pi's and qi's acts on the flag variety X in the natural way and
induces on the Springer fiber Y an action of a maximal torus of Zg (N). This torus is
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2-dimensional, and its action is explicitly given by (r,s) • pi rpi,(r,s) • qi sqi
for (r,s) e (C*)2.

This action has isolated fixed points which we want to label by row strict tableaux
of (n — fc,fc)-shape (i.e. tableaux which are decreasing in the rows, but with no
condition on the columns). To any arbitrary row strict tableau w of shape (n —k,k)
we associate the full flag 3?.(w) such that

^î(w) {{pj,qr\j <h,r <bi}},

where ti is the number of indices smaller than or equal to i in the top row, and similari}'
for bi and the bottom row. Note that the standard flag is of the form 3^9(w^~m ' )>

where u^om ' ^s ^e row strict tableau with 1,2,...,« —k in the first row; for example

3,2 _ JL^2_^L A ,„2,23 2 1

5 4

2 1

4 3™dóm JT and Wd°m

To any row strict tableau w of shape (n —k,k) we will later associate a crossingless
matching m(w) of n points by the same rule as before for standard tableaux (but the

resulting matching might have in the extreme case only rays and no cups at all); see
the paragraph before Theorem 15 for a precise definition. There are ", Ì row strict
tableaux, which is also the same as the number of fixed points and $ defines an

explicit bijection:

Lemma 11. The map O : w i-> 3?.(w) defines a bijection between row strict tableaux

of shape (n — k,k) and torus fixed points ofY.

Proof. It is easy to check that 3?.(w) is in fact a point in Y, and obviously a fixed

point, since all its component subspaces are spanned by weight vectors. The map is
<£> injective by construction.

On the other hand, if 3? is a T-fixed flag, then each of its constituent subspaces Fi is

spanned by the intersections FiCiP and FfCiQ. These, in turn are invariant subspaces
for JV |p and JV \q. But these restrictions are regular nilpotents, so there is a unique
invariant subspace of any possible dimension, which is of the form {pi, ¦ ¦ ¦, Pi) (and

similarly for qj). Thus, 3? is of the form 3?.(w) for some row-strict tableau, and <É>

is surjective. D

Let w, S be tableaux of shape (n —k,k), where w is row strict and S is standard

with associated cup diagram m(5). We consider the sequences a aia^d-^ .an,
where ai A if i e wA and ai V if i e wv and call it the weight sequence of
w. For instance wd^m has weight sequence A A A V V. (We refer to Example 16 for
more examples of weight sequences with their cup diagrams.) We can put the weight
sequence on top of the diagram m(lS) and obtain a diagram wm(S) where the upper
ends of each cup or line are decorated with an orientation. We call wm(S) oriented if
these decorations induce a well-defined orientation on m(5). For instance, if m(iS)
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is one of the cup diagrams from Example 4, then wd^mm.(S) is only oriented ifm(iS)
is the last diagram in the list. Note that the number of cups in a cup diagram m(iS),
where S is a standard tableau, is always k, hence for any orientation wm(S), the
decoration at each orphaned vertex will be a A.

Lemma 12. A fixedpoint 3?.(w) is in an irreducible component Ys associated with
a cup diagram C ifand only ifwC is an oriented cup diagram. In particular, every
component contains exactly 2 fixed points.

Proof. Let first C be oriented with the orientation on all cups pointing
(counterclockwise) from left to right (and all lines pointing up). This is exactly the case when
w S is the standard tableau associated with C. We claim 3?.(w) satisfies the
conditions of Proposition 7. If i is on the top row, then there are exactly n—k—c(i) + l
numbers smaller than or equal to i on the top row, and so Fi/Fi-i is spanned by
Pn — Pn-k-c(i)+i *= imJVc^_1. If*' is on the bottom row, then Fi/Fi_i is spanned

by Pn-c(i)+i <= imJVc^-1. The claim follows.
Consider now the general case. Let first i and <j(i) be the labels for the two

endpoints ofa cup. The condition N "' (Fa(j)) Fi-i is equivalent to exactly half
of the indices between i and <j(i) (inclusive) are contained in SA (or Sv respectively).
For cups connecting two points next to each other this is directly equivalent to being
oriented. By induction on the length of the cup, we may assume that each cup between

i and o~(i) is oriented. Since there are no orphaned points below a cup, getting exactly
half A's and half V, means the labels i and <j(i) must carry the opposite orientations,
i.e. the cup is oriented.

Now i e SA\a(Sv) is the same as saying the point with label i is orphaned. The

necessary condition for 3?.(w) only depends on c(i), which is the same for all w
where w C is oriented, because it only depends on the number of cups and lines to
the left of the point i. Hence the argument at the beginning of the proof implies the
lemma. D

Example 13. There are six row strict tableaux in case n 4, k 2, hence six fixed

points Wx, ii>2, • • •, We, corresponding to the six weight sequences

A AW, AVAV, VAAV, A V VA, V A VA, VVAA.

The fixed point Wi is the standard flag. Now the component ls(uu) contains u>i,

i G {2, 3, 4, 5}, whereas Ys(w) contains the u>i,i e {1,2, 5, 6}.

2.2. The paving. If we choose a cocharacter C* <^-> T which has the same fixed
points as the whole torus, then we can consider the behavior of points as t approaches

infinity. We will fix the choice of? i-> (t~l ,t), that is, subspaces are attracted toward
the qi's as t approaches oo and towards the pi's as t approaches 0.
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Definition. If 3?m(w) e T is a torus fixed point, then we denote the stable manifold
or attracting set by

yw° {y e Y\ lim t-y £.(tu)},
t—>oo

and its closure ^iu ^iu°.

For each flag 3? in Y, we can obtain a flag 3<' (with no longer necessarily distinct
spaces) in P by taking the intersections CPj Fi C\ P, and similarly inV/P Q
given by Qj Fi/(Fi fl P). We can define the new flag 3<' by putting F- :=
CPj+Qj C P $ Ô F, which is obviously T-equivariant.

Proposition 14. A flag 3< in Y is contained in^w0 if and only if the new flag 3*'
obtained from it by the procedure above is 3?.(w).

Proof. Obviously, the new flag 3*' does only depend on the orbit of 3?, in the sense
that it does not change if we move inside the torus orbit O containing 3?. Thus,
for any point *§ in the closure of O we have (3?i fl P) ç (^ n P) and hence

(#"/ HP) ç (~§! n P) for any 1 < i < n, since containing a vector is a closed
condition on a subspace.

On the other hand, since P has minimal weight under C*, no vector not in P is
attracted to P as t -> oo, so the size of the intersection with P can only stay the

same or decrease in that limit. Thus intersection with P must be fixed under the limit.
Since the image in Q has complementary dimension, it must also be fixed. D

This makes it clear that ^iu° is algebraically isomorphic to an affine space (in
particular, diffeomorphic to a disk), since the set of vector spaces projecting to a

given one under a linear map is an affine space.
The structure ofthese stable manifolds can be understood in terms ofcup diagrams,

in much the same way as the structure of the components. To w we attach two (in
general different) cup diagrams, m(iu) and C(w) as follows:

For each fixed point 3?»(w), there is the diagram m(if) with the property that
turn(tu) has the maximal number of cups amongst all cup diagrams C such that w C
is oriented and contains only counter-clockwise cups. This diagram will have kw < k
cups, with equality kw k if and only if lu is standard. One can build this diagram
inductively by adding an arc between any adjacent pair VA, and then continuing
the process for the sequence with these points excluded. We then add lines to the

remaining points. We call m(iu) the cup diagram associated with tu.

Rather than adding these lines, we could complete to an oriented cup diagram
C(tu) with k cups, by matching all the V's in the only possible way. Call the
corresponding standard tableau S(w).
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Theorem 15. Let wbea row strict tableau. Then ^ tu is the subset of Ys(w) containing
exactly the flags which satisfy the additional property: ifi e wA fl S(w)v, then Fi
coincides with the i-th subspace of the fixedpoint 3?.(w).

In particular, for any standard tableau S, we have ^ S Ys-

Proof. First we confirm that these relations hold on ^ tu° (and thus on ^ tu, since they
are closed conditions).

Let ¥ be a point in ^ tu°. Let us first assume there is at least one cup in m(tu), so
in particular a minimal one not containing any other cup. This means there is some
index i e tuv with 8(i) 1. The result we desire is that Fi+i JV_1(-Fj-i).

First, note that since the index i + 1 is marked with an A in tu, then we must have

Fi+i DFi+Np^FiHP).

On the other hand, since i is marked with an A, we must have FìCìP Fi-i Pi P
and it follows that

JV-^-i) D Ff + NfHFf^ nP) Fi+ Np\Ft n P).

All of these spaces are of dimension i + 1, so we must have Fi+x JV_1(-Fj-i).
Let tu' denote tu with i, i +1 removed. Applying JV to all spaces of dimension

bigger than i+1 provides a map qi : ^ tu° —>- ^ u/ which extends to a map qt : ^ tu —>•

^ tu' between the closures. The relation for a cup in S (tu') pulls back to that for the

corresponding cup of S(w).
Thus, by induction, we may reduce to the case where there are no cups in m(tu)

(that is, tu is a series of A's followed by v's). In this case, our claim simply reduces

to the claim that ^tu {3?m(w)}. This is indeed the case, since for any index in tuA,
we must have Fi C P, and JV acts regularly on P so all JV-invariant subspaces are
also T-equivariant. Similarly, for any i e wv, we must have Fi D P, and JV acts

regularly on V/P Q. Therefore 3? satisfies the required relations.
On the other hand 3?m(w) obviously satisfies the conditions coming from cups in

C(tu), and our requirement on elements of tuA fl 5(iu)v, and any flag satisfying these

relations is in the closure of ^tu°. D

Example 16. The cup diagrams m(tUj) associated to the weights tUf, 1 < i < 6,

from Example 13 are as follows:

u u u u u vuy
On the other hand, the cup diagrams C(tUj) for the weights tUj, 1 < i < 6, are as

follows:
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VLy ^J/ UU UU UU {UJ
There are the two irreducible components from Example 8,

ytu5 {Fo C Fi C N'HFo) (Px,qx) C F3 c JV"1^) C4} c Y,

ytu6 {Fo cPiCP2C JV^CFi) C JV"2(F0) C4} c Y

and the additional stable manifolds

ytu4 {Fo C </>i> C (px,qx) CF3C C4} C ^tu5,

yw3 {F0cF1 c (/?i,i7i) c {px,Pi,qx) cc4}cytu5)
ytu2 {F0 C (px) CF2C {px,Pi,qx) C C4} c yw6>

ywi {F0 C (j3i) C (j?i,j?2) C (Px,P2,qx) C C4} {w;i} C^tu6.

2.3. The cohomology of stable manifolds. The proofofTheorem 15 with the result
of Theorem 9 enables us to calculate the cohomology of the stable manifolds ^iu.
Let mv(tu) (resp. o~(mv(tu))) be the set of indices of vertices which are at the left
(resp, right) end of a cup in m(tu) (i.e. those at which we have a free choice, and are
not constrained to match the fixed point).

Theorem 17. The cohomology ring of ^w has a natural presentation of the form

H-Çèw-X) o* C[{xi}iemv(w)]/({x2}iemv(w))

with the surjective pullback map i*: H*(X) -> H*(tyw) given in this presentation
by

i£(xi)
Xi, i e mv(tu),

-xa-i(i), iea(mv(w)), (2.1)

0, otherwise.

Proof. Theorem 15 implies that the map in question is surjective and gives the last

case in (2.1). The second relation has to hold because of Theorem 15 together
with Theorem 9. Finally, the proof of Theorem 15 implies that the dimension of
H*Çéw;<C) equals 2a, where a is the number of cups in m(tu), hence there are not
more relations and the statement follows. D
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Example 18. In the situation of Example 13 we have isomorphisms as follows:

HmQèwx) o* C,

HmQèw2) o* C[x2]/(x2) o* R,

HmÇêw3) o* C[xx]/(x2) g* R,

H*Çèw4) o* C[x3]/(x2) g* R,

HmÇàw5) ^ C[xi,x3]l(x\,x\)^R®R,
H*Çéw6) ^ C[xx,x2]/(x2,x2) ^R®R.

3. Pairwise intersections of stable manifolds

3.1. Fixed points of intersections. The first step in understanding the structure of
the intersection of stable manifolds is to calculate the torus fixed points which lie in
the intersection.

Let w and tu' be two row-strict tableaux of shape (n — k, k) with associated cup
diagrams C m(tu) and D m(tu'). Let DC be the diagram obtained by taking
D, reflecting it in the horizontal line containing the dots and putting it on top of
the diagram C, identifying the points with the same label. The result will be (up to
homotopy) a collection of lines and circles.

Definition. An orientation of DC or CD is a row strict tableau v such that vD and

v C are oriented. In particular, this requires the weight sequence for v to match the

one for w at any unmatched points in C, and the one for w' at any unmatched points
inD.

Lemma 19. Let ^tu, ^tu' be stable manifolds in Y with associated cup diagrams C
and D. Then the number offixed points contained in^w fl ^tu' equals the number

oforientations ofthe diagram D C. Inparticular, the number offixedpoints is either

• zero (if there is at least one line where the orientations required by orphaned
points are incompatible),

• one (ifall lines are oriented and there are no circles),

• or 2C (otherwise), where c is the number ofcircles in DC.

Proof. By Lemma 12 the number of fixed points in the intersection of two irreducible

components is the number of weight sequences which give rise to an orientation of
C and D at the same time, and hence to an orientation of DC. By Theorem 15 this
is true more generali}' for intersections of two stable manifolds. For each circle there

are exactly two such choices of an orientation and for each line there is a unique
orientation. There is no orientation if the endpoints of some line are contained in the

same cup diagram. The statement follows. D
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Corollary 20. The intersection ^tu Ci^w' is

• non-empty ifand only if DC has an orientation,

• a single point ifand only if there is a unique such orientation.

Proof The intersection ^iu Pi ^tu' is projective, and so it is either empty or has a

fixed point by Borel's fixed point theorem. Moreover, if "^tu fl ^tu' contains a point
x which is not a fixed point, then the limits lim*_>o t • x and lim*-^x, t • x exist and

are different torus fixed points, since they have different moment map images. D

Example 21. Using the cup diagram in Example 16 one easily obtains the following
three sets telling when the intersection ^lUj fl ^lUy is empty, contains exactly one
fixed point, or contains exactly two fixed points respectively:

(U) e ((M), (1,4), (1,5)},

0-,y)G{(l,2),(l,6),(2,3),(2,4),(2,5),(3,4),(3,6),(4,6)},
(i, j) e {(2, 6), (3, 5), (4, 5), (5, 6)}.

3.2. Structure of intersections. To fully describe the structure of the intersections,
we will require a bit more machinery. We first restate once more the condition for
a flag 3*m e Y being contained in an irreducible component Ys- We introduce an

equivalence relation on the subspaces Fj of 3? by grouping them into classes such that

fixing one element of a given class determines our choice of all the others. Consider
the cup diagram C associated to S, and let €(a) a (a + 1).

Definition 22. Let i ~ j (or more precisely i ~c j') be the equivalence relation
on the set {1,2,..., n) obtained by taking the transitive closure of the reflexive and

symmetric relations i j, or e(i) j or €(j) i (when € is defined). Note that
the set of minimal representatives of the equivalence classes equals Sv.

For all i, j such that €(i) j or vice versa, we have Fj N^~i''2(Fj) for any
flag 3* e Ys- Since this condition is transitive, we obtain that whenever i ~ j, we
have Fi N^~i''2(Fj and along with attaching a fixed subspace to each orphaned
vertex, this is a full set of relations for Ys ¦

Proposition 23. Ifb cr(a), then b ~ a — 1 and a ~ b — 1.

Proof. The first relation is by definition. To get the second, note that €(a) < b (by
the non-crossing condition), and either €(a) b — 1 (in which case we obtain the
desired equivalence), ore? < €(a) < €2(a) < b (again, by non-crossing). Since there

are finitely many indices between a and b, we must have b — 1 € (a) for some I,
and so a ~ b — 1. D
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Now we introduce distinguished representatives for each equivalence class:

Definition 24. Given two row strict tableaux tu and tu' with associated cup diagrams
C and D, we let i ça j (or more precisely i ttc,D j or i çaWtW/ j) be the transitive
closure of the relations of the form i ~c j and those of the form i ~jy j. We let

8(C, D) or «^(iu, tu') denote the set of minimal representatives for ^c,Z) with the
subset 8C(C, D) 8c(w, tu') given by all points tying on a circle in DC.

Example 25. The equivalence classes for our running example are

~s(uu): {0,2,4}, {1},{3}, ~s(w): {0,4}, {1,3},{2}.

There are two equivalence classes for ^s(uu),S(iui)> namely {0,2, 4} and {1,3}. The
set of minimal representatives are

8(S(UU),S(W)) {0,1} and 8C(S(UU), S(W)) {1}.

Example 26. We denote by Si, S2, ¦ ¦ ¦, £5 the five standard tableaux of Example 4.

The set of equivalence classes of ~s2- are the following:

~Sl: {{0,4}, {1,3}, {2}, {5}}, ~S2: {{0,2,4},{1},{3},{5}},
~s3: {{0,2},{1},{3,5},{4}}, ~s4: {{0}, {1,3, 5}, {2}, {4}},

~s5: {{0}, {1,5}, {2, 4}, {3}}.

Now the equivalence classes for &Si ,s4 are for instance

{{0,4}, {1,3, 5}, {2}}

with 8(S\, S4) {0,1,2} and 8C(S\, £4) {2}, since 1 labels a point on a line,
whereas 2 labels a point on a circle. The flags contained in Ys1 H Ys4 are exactly the
flags in Y of the form

{0} C imJV2 C F2 C JV_1(Fi) C JV_2({0}) C JV_2(Fi) C5.

Theorem 27. The set 8(D,C) ofminimal representatives of the equivalence classes

contains, apartfrom zero, exactly the left mostpoints in either a circle or line ofDC.

Proof. Indeed, let a, b, c be the labels of three points in DC such that a and b are
connected via a cup and b and c via a cap. According to Proposition 23, we have
C ^D b-1 ^c a,SOC ttC,D ci.

Repeating this argument implies the following: If two points on a circle in DC
are joined by a path with an even number of arcs, then they are equivalent. Thus all
indices on any circle are equivalent either to its leftmost point p, or to a point adjacent
to p by a single arc. Applying Proposition 23 again, this shows that each point in
the circle is equivalent to p or p — 1, the latter of which must be equivalent to the
leftmost point in another circle or to 0, by induction. D
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We note that the set 8(D,C) can be equipped with a partial order defined by
a > b if the circle a lies on is nested inside that b lies on. Hence outer circles are
minimal in this ordering. This poset has a natural rank function r : 8(D,C) -> Z
given by 0 on all lines, 1 on all circles not nested inside any other, and thereafter

increasing with the depth of nesting. Recall that a flag indexed by a ranked poset is

a map of ranked posets from that poset to the ranked poset of subspaces of a given
vector space.

The equivalence relation ça allows us to prove Conjecture 7.1 of [Fun03]:

Theorem 28. The variety ^w Ci^w' is canonically isomorphic to the space offlags
indexed by the ranked poset 8(D,C) invariant under JV. In particular,

(1) ^tu fl ^tu' is an iterated fiber bundle of base type (P1, IP1,..., IP1) where the
numbers of terms is the number c of closed circles in DC (if c 0, the
intersection is a point),

(2) ^tu fl ^tu' is smooth, and

(3) H'Qèw fl ^tu') ^ R®c as graded vector spaces.

Proof. The consequences are clear, hence we only prove the first statement. Since

any comparable circles are on the same side of each line, we can divide our poset
into subsets consisting of the circles between any adjacent lines. The space of flags
indexed by this sub-poset in V is isomorphic to space of such flags in VjFmò) where
for a e 8(D,C), we let 1(a) be the left-most point on the right-most line that a lies
on the right side of, and thus our claim is that our intersection is isomorphic to the

product of these spaces of flags.
Consider the subspaces Ga N{a-r{a)+t{a))l2(Fa)/Ft{a)- This is a subspace of

Vj'Fi(à) °f dimension r(a).
lfa>b, and r(a) r(b) + 1, then we have a — 1 ça b, since either a — 1 b,

or a — 1 lies on a circle with leftmost point a'. Since a' > b,we have r(a') > r(b),
so fl ^ fl'. Thus, we have fl — 1 ça a' — 1, and by induction, our claim follows. Thus
Ga D N^-r^+i^/2(Fa-0/Fi(a) Gè, since

a - r(a) ((a - 1) - b) + (b - r(b))

and 1(a) 1(b).
By induction, this establishes that Ga is indeed a flag over our poset.
Conversely, we can define an element of our intersection, given such a flag, by

defining Ft by JV_(i~r (i^ ,2(Gt /+Fg (j) where i ' is the representative ofi in 8 (D, C
This variety is an iterated [P1-bundle, since forgetting the vector space attached to

a maximal element a obviously defines a map to the set of flags indexed by a poset
with this point removed. This map is surjective, since the interval below fl is a chain,
so the space attached to it can be chosen in increasing order. On the other hand, the
fiber of this map is [P(JV_1 (Ga')/Ga') for a' the unique element that a covers in this
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poset (the circle immediately containing it). This is a [P1, since Ga' C im JV, for any
a' ^ fl for simple dimensional reasons (we must have r(a') < r(a) < k since no
diagram can have more than k circles, and thus no more than 1 of rank k). This is
thus a general result for flags indexed bj' an}' poset where all intervals are chains, and
the rank is bounded by k. D

This theoremhas a natural generalization to intersections of arbitrary finitely man}'
numbers of ^tUj, given by a rank function on the set of equivalence classes of the
relation generated by ~Wi for all i. Let 8 (w x, • • • tuB be the set of minimal elements
of these equivalence classes. This can be defined inductively by the following rule:

• If an equivalence class contains a line, r(i) 0.

• Ifie 8(u>x,... ,wn), and j e 8(wi,... ,wn) is the minimal representative of
i — 1, then

\r(i - 1) + 1 if i - 1 j (mod 2),
r(i) {

\r(i -1) ifi-l^k j (mod 2).

This rank function will be of great importance in the next section.

3.3. The cohomology ofpairwise intersections as bimodules. Theorem 28 enables

us to calculate the cohomology H*(tyw Pl^ tu') of the intersection of two stable manifolds

as a module over the cohomology of H*(X), and thus as a (H*(ty w), H*Qèw'))-
bimodule.

For any 1 < i, j < n we set €(i, j) 0 if i and j are not on the same circle in
m(tu)m(tu'), and €(i, j)w,w' t(i,j) (—l)a if' and j lie on the same circle with
a being the number of arcs in a path between them. Note that, although a depends

on the chosen path, the number (— l)a does not.

Theorem 29. Assume the intersection ^ tu Pi ^ tu' is non-empty. Then the cohomology
ring H*(tyw fl ^tu') has the presentation

H'ÇèwnVw') C[{xj}]/({x2}), (3.1)

where the index i runs through 8c(m(w), m(tu')). The pullback map

i*tWr.Hm(X)^HmÇéwnW)

is surjective and given by

C,w'(xi)= J2 ett'J)*!-
jeSc(w,w')

In particular, the image ofXi is zero ifand only ifi does not lie on a closed circle.
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Proof By Theorem 17 we know in particular ker i* w, 3 ker *'* + ker i*,. Hence
there is a well-defined map

ty : Hm(X)/(ker i* + ker i*,) -^H'tywD W).
By Theorem 28, ty is surjective since the cohomology of the intersection is generated
in degree two. Comparing dimensions (Theorem 17 provides the dimension of the
left hand side whereas Corollary 28 gives the dimension of the right hand side), we
see ty must be an isomorphism. D

Example 30. The only interesting cases for ^lUj fl ^lUy where i 7^ j (notation as in
Example 13) are

H*(yw2nyw6)g*c[x2]/(x2), H'tyw3nyw5)g*c[Xl]/(x2),
HmÇêw4nyw5) o* C[x3]/(x2), H'Qòws n^iu6) o* C[xx]/(xj),

since in all other cases where the intersection is non-trivial we get C.

Similar bimodules have appeared previously: first in work of Khovanov [KhoOO],

[Kho02] in the case 2k n, for pairs of standard tableaux; then in the general case in
work of the first author [Str09] and [BS08a]. Our construction agrees with the latter

two, and so the cohomology rings of stable manifolds ^ tu are naturally isomorphic to
the endomorphism ring of the indecomposable projective module corresponding to

m(tu) for the algebra denoted Xn~k'k of [Str09], [BS08a]. The category of modules

over this algebra is equivalent to the category ofperverse sheaves on the Grassmannian
of k-rAanes in C" (see [Str09]) and related to the representation theory (the so-called

category (9) of the general Lie algebra gl(n, C).

3.4. Background from category (9. Let us briefly recall the construction of [Str09]
and the connection to (parabolic) category Ö. For details on and properties of category
Ö and its parabolic version see for example [BGG76] and [Car80], or Chapter 9 in
the recent book [Hum08]).

The symmetric group Sn acts (from the right) on the set Win — k,k) of weight
diagrams with n — k A's and k V's by permutation. The stabilizer of the weight
Wdom AA---AV---Vis the Young subgroup Sn_k x Sk °f Sn- Hence we get
a bijection between the set W" ' of shortest coset representatives £„_£ x Sk\Sn
and the set W(n —k,k) under which tUdom corresponds to the identity element in Sn.
On the other hand, the set Wn~ ' labels in a natural way also the simple modules

in the principal block Oq~ ' of the parabolic category On ' for the Lie algebra

ßr(n,c).
These simple modules are exactly the simple highest weight modules L(x ¦ 0)

in the principal block of (9 for gl(n, C)) which are locally finite with respect to the

parabolic p B +1, where B is the standard Borei given by upper triangular matrices
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and f ^ QÏ(n —k,C)x QÏ(k, C) is the subalgebra of QÏ(n, C) given by all (n—k, k)-
block matrices. Let P(x • 0) e @0 ' be the (indecomposable) projective cover of
L(X'0). We have now set up a bij ection between the indecomposable modules P(x -0)
and the stable manifolds ^ tu by mapping P (x • 0) to its weight diagram in W(n —k, k)
which then in turn is associated with some row strict tableau tu iu(x) determining

the stable manifold ^ tu ^ tu (x). Let Cup(x) be the corresponding cup diagram.

The endomorphism algebra Kn ' ofa minimal projective generator (£)x P(x<0)
in Ol~k>k has the following description: Let x, y e Wn~k>k. Then Hom&(P(x •

0), P(y-O)) {0} in case the diagram Cup(x) Cup();) cannot be oriented. Otherwise
there is an isomorphism of vector spaces

Hom&(P(x - 0), P(y • 0)) R®c<-X>y\

where c(x, y)is the number of circles in the diagram Cup(x) Cup(_y) (with R®° C
by definition). In particular, thanks to Theorem 28,

¥Lomo(P(x -0),P(y-0))^ H*tyw(x) n^w(y))

as vector spaces.
The endomorphism algebra Kn ' can be equipped with a Koszul grading

([BGS96] or [BS10]JTheorem 5.6) and [BS08b] (Theorem 1.1) for a more
elementary proof). Let P(x • 0) be the standard graded lift of P(x • 0). This is a graded
Kn~ ' -module whose head is concentrated in degree zero and which is isomorphic
to P(x • 0) after forgetting the grading. Since P(x • 0) is indecomposable, such a

standard graded lift is unique up to isomorphism ([BGS96], Lemma 2.5.3). Then the

space Horn^n-k,k(P (x • 0), P(y • 0)) is a graded vector space isomorphic to

HmÇèw(x)nyw(y))(d(x,y)), (3.2)

where d(x, y) k—c(x,y). (Since c(x, y) is the dimension of^tu(x)nxèw(y), the
shift encodes its codimension in a Lagrangian in which it is contained.) In particular,
EndKn-k,k(P(x • 0)) ^ H*Çèw(x)). The multiplication in Kn~kJc was defined

using a TQFT-procedure generalizing Khovanov's (see [Str09], [BS08a], [KhoOO]).
From the definitions it follows in particular,

EndXn-k,k(P(x • 0)) ^ H*tyw(x))

as graded algebras.

Remark 31. There is an alternative description of the connection between category
Ö and the geometry of the Slodowy slice. By work of the second author in [Web]
and the localization theorem of Ginzburg [Gin08] and Dodd-Kremnitzer [DK09],
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Theorem 7.4, a singular block (9n_k,k °f category (9 with singularity type (n —k,k)
is equivalent to a subcategory of a category of sheaves for a quantization of the
structure sheaf on the Slodowy slice. These sheaves are easily seen to be supported
inside the closure of the set of points attracted to the Springer fiber under a particular
C*-action.

The connection to our picture is related to the already mentioned Koszul
duality. Recall that the endomorphism algebra of a minimal projective generator of
the parabolic category On~ ' turns into the Ext-algebra of simples in the singular
block On-k,k- Thus, the two-fold appearance (in the context of the geometry of the

Springer) of the algebra studied in our paper is not surprising. However, the precise
connection between this representation theoretic quantization construction and the
constructions of this paper has not been worked out yet.

3.5. An isomorphism of bimodules. In Conjecture 5.9.2 of [Str09], it was conjectured

that for any two standard tableaux S and S', the cohomology H*(Ys C\ Ys') is

isomorphic, as abimodule (with the above identifications), to the Horn-space between
the corresponding indecomposable projective modules over the algebra Kn ' We
have the following more general result:

Theorem 32. There are isomorphisms ofgraded algebras

yx : EndXn-k.k(P(x • 0)) ^ H\^w(x)), x e Wn~k'k, (3.3)

such that under these identifications one can find isomorphism ofgraded bimodules

VXsy : HomXn-k.k(P(x • 0), P(y • 0)) o* HmÇèw(x) n ^w(y))(d(x, y))

for any x, y e Wn~k'k.

Proof. Let x e Wr> ' Consider the circle diagram Cup(x) Cup(x) and pick some
odd vertex in each circle. If I(x) denotes the set of these vertices, then H*(ty tu(x))
^[{xi}iel(x)]/({xi}iel(x))- This follows from Theorem 17 by mapping Xj for j e

tUv to flyXj, where i lies on the same circle as j and fly 1 if y is odd, whereas

fly —1 if j is even. On the other hand

<£[{Xi}ieI(x)]/({xf}ieI(x)) RC(X'X) EndXn-k.k(P(x ¦ 0))

by mapping the Xj to the X associated with the circle where i lies on. These

isomorphisms define graded algebra isomorphisms tyx of the form (3.3). Similarly we
define an isomorphism of vector spaces

Bomxn-k.k(P(x • 0), P(y • 0)) ^ R®c^y) c* C[{Xi}ieHXty)]/({x2}ieHXty))

H*Çow(x)nyw(y))(d(x,y))
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by choosing a set I(x,y) of odd vertices, one for each circle in the diagram
Cup(x) Cup(_y). Hence we have the family ~^x,y of isomorphisms of vector spaces,
which we claim are isomorphisms of bimodules.

To see this let 1 <g> • • • <g> 1 <g> X <g> 1 <g> • • • <g> 1 be the element in R®c(x'x) where the
X-factor corresponds to a circle C with leftmost vertex labeled by say m. It acts on
g®c{x,y) ky multiplication with X on the factor corresponding to the circle containing
the vertex m. Under the isomorphism ~^x,y it corresponds to multiplication with arxr,
where r e I(x, y) is on the same circle as m.

Under the isomorphism tyx the element l<g>---<g>l<g).X'<g)l<g>---<g>lis mapped to

fl j Xj, where i e I(x) is the chosen vertex on the circle C, hence acts by multiplication
with flfXf onn-*i

HmÇèw(x)nyw(y))(d(x,y)) C[{xf}fe/(,^)]/({x2}fe/(,^)).

Since all the elements in I(x) and I(x, y) are odd, this is the same (thanks to the
relations in H*(tyw(x) Ci^w(y)) as multiplication with flrxr where r e I(x, y) lies

on the same circle as i.
Hence the isomorphisms ~^x,y are equivariant with respect to the left action. The

arguments for the right action are completely analogous. D

4. Convolution algebras

4.1. Definition ofconvolution. The purpose of this section is to introduce an algebra
structure on the direct sum of all bimodules H*(ty w Pl^ tu') via a convolution product
and compare it with the algebra Kn '

Let ^ be the disjoint union of the stable manifolds y tu over all weights tu, and let
Y be the disjoint union of the components Ys over all standard tableaux S, equipped
with the obvious maps ^ -> Y and Y -> Y, so

)J:=\Jyw^Y, Y =\JYS^Y.

Choose an element / e H*Çé Xy ^ Xy ^), that is, a cohomology class of the
intersection of each ordered triple of stable manifolds.

Both the cohomology groups

##(5x7§) 0 Hm($w nyw'l (4.1)

w,w'

H'(Y xy Y) 0 H*(Ys n YSi) (4.2)

s,s
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have a natural product structure defined by a convolution product we denote */, given
by pulling back, cupping together with / and pushing forward on the diagram.

5 xF S (4-3)

~ ~ ~ P13 ~ ~
y Xy ^ Xy y ^y Xy^

PlZ

PZ3

^xr^
More explicitly, the product of two classes a e H* (^wC\^w') and ß e H*(^w'C\

y w") is

<**fß (Pi3)*(Px*2<* U Pt3ß U /) e H'Qèw n W).
In essence, we do the usual convolution after replacing the usual fundamental class

on y Xy ^ Xy^ with its cap product with /, which one can think of as a "virtual
fundamental class." Since any change of orientation can be absorbed into /, we will
always give these manifolds the complex orientation.

Obviously, if one is not very careful in one's choice of /, this algebra will lack

man}' desirable properties; in particular, it will not be associative or graded. However,
for certain choices of /, it will have these properties. In the next section we will
describe a good choice for / which gives us our desired associative graded algebra. In
the section following that, we will describe the case / 1, which gives an interesting
non-associative graded algebra.

A toric analogue ofour situation yielding to interesting associative graded algebras
is studied in §4 of [BLPW08]. In that case, the choice of / was simply a careful
choice of orientations (so in that case, / is degree 0, but not the identity).

Although our set up algebro-geometric, all the mentioned examples can be
interpreted as collections of Lagrangians in ambient symplectic manifolds and hence the

following appears natural:

Question 33. What conditions on / must be satisfied to induce an associative product?

Can this be expressed in terms of symplectic geometry as a general property
of collections of Lagrangian submanifolds (as the components of the Springer fiber
are inside the resolved Slodowy slice), maybe together with the data of a certain

distinguished bundle on them?

Remark 34. While superficially similar, the convolution constructions in this paper
are quite different in flavor from those of Chriss-Ginzburg [CG97]. Our algebra is
modeled on the behavior of coherent sheaves (as we discuss later in this paper) or
the Fukaya category of a symplectic space in which the Springer fiber lies, not on
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those of constructible sheaves. If one took the constant constructible sheaves on the

components and looked at their Ext-algebra, one could also interpret this in terms
of a convolution algebra on the same underlying vector space, but with a different
product structure and different grading.

We wish to emphasize that these techniques from [CG97] have no bearing on the

structure of coherent sheaves, and thus could not be applied to prove Conjecture 42

below; it seems to be something of a remarkable coincidence that cohomology of
these varieties describe Ext-algebras in different categories.

4.2. An isomorphism

Theorem 35. There exists a class f e H*(ty xy^ xy ^) such that the bimodule
isomorphisms ^Xly from Theorem 32 define in fact an isomorphism ofalgebras

Kn-k,k ~#-(îjXFîj;C),

where the latter is given the multiplication */.
With the additional grading shifts as in (3.2) this isomorphism is compatible with

the grading. In the case n 2k, it induces an isomorphism of (graded) subalgebras
Mk,k ^ #.(f Xy fy
Proof For purposes of the proof, it will be convenient to use cohomology classes

Zi (—l)*Xj as our generators, rather than Xj.
Let tu', tu, tu" be row strict tableaux, with corresponding cup diagrams C

m(tu'), C m(tu), C" m(iu")- The multiplication map

3^w',w ® 3<iw,w" -> 3<iw',w"

is described by a cobordism from C'C U CC" given by saddle moves on the pairs
of cups in C and connecting the "loose ends" of C, with the result given by C'C"
(see [BS08a]). We view this cobordism as a movie of length n — kw where we do

one saddle move or connection at a time (see (4.4) for an easy example). Of course,
this requires choosing a total order on the set of cups and rays in C compatible with
the nesting partial order on cups.

Then we construct a sequence Zo, Zi,..., Zn_kw of varieties Zi ç ^ w' x ^w",
one to each stage in the movie, with equations corresponding to the state of the circle
diagram at that point in the cobordism. By definition, Zi consists ofall tuples (F., F^)
of flags such that for any index j e 8(w)

• Fj FI and i^O") -^m if J ^es on a CUP an^ the corresponding saddle has

been done already,

• F„fj) N-SU)(Fj-i) and F'a{j) iV_Ä(/)(^*_i) if j lies on a cup and the

corresponding saddle has not been done ahead}',
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• Fj and Fi coincide with the space for the fixed point if instead j lies on a line
segment and j has not been connected yet, and just

• Fj F if instead j lies on a line segment and j has been connected already.

Obviously, Z0 Q* Çèw' n })w) x tyw n y tu") and Z«^ (^tu' n ^tu)A, the

diagonal embedding ofthat variety in ^u/ x ^tu".
Furthermore, one can easily check that at the i-th. step of the cobordism, the

dimension of Zi is the number of circles in the diagram, and that there are seven
possibilities (analogous to [BS08a], Section 6), for the next move:

• two circles become one: the dimension drops by 1.

• one circle becomes two: the dimension jumps by 1.

• a circle and line segment become a line segment: the dimension drops by 1.

• a line segment "births" a circle: the dimension jumps by 1.

• there is a saddle between two line segments: the variety is unchanged.

• a line segment becomes a circle: the dimension jumps by 1.

• two line segments become one: the variety is unchanged.

In particular, for any i, we have either Zi ç Zj+i or Zj ^ Zj+i as smooth
subvarieties of ^tu' x ^tu". The most important claim of this proof is that at each

step of the sequence of varieties, pushing forward or pulling back under this inclusion
induces (the first author's reinterpretation of) Khovanov's action of the cobordism up
to that point on the cohomology of Zq. when we inductively identify the cohomology
of Zi with the corresponding vector space in Khovanov's construction (or rather the
extension of [Str09]) associated to the picture at the i-th. place in the movie.

Throughout, we will implicitly use the fact that H* (Zi is a quotient of H* (^ tu' x
y tu"), and so use zjti and z', i to denote the image of Zj in H*(Zì) coming from the
first and second factor respectively. We then identify H*(Zì) with the vector space
associated to the diagram of Zi by identifying the degree 2 class on a circle with zjj
(resp. z', f) if the circle passes through the y-th on the bottom (resp. top) row (see

again (4.4) for the obvious definition of first and second row). This class does not
depend on which point on the circle we choose (see Section 3.3).

In each case, the pullback or push-forward map is a map of H*(tyw' x^w")-
modules, so we only have to calculate the image of the identity of H*(Zi) at each

step of the cobordism.
The claim is true for Zo by definition. So assume it to be true for Zj_i and

consider the next move.

If the variety is unchanged, the asserted statement is trivial, since the combinatorial

multiplication also does nothing in this case ([Str09], §5.4, or Theorem 6.1 (i) in
[BS08a]).
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Similarly when merging two circles, the pullback of 1 is sent to 1 and zjj and
z'. are sent to the same class (since the two corresponding line bundles are isomorphic)

which by our convention is 2/j+i z'.
-+1. This is precisely Khovanov's

multiplication rule.
In the merging of a circle and line segment, the variable for the circle (Zjj, or z'.

is sent to 0, since the line bundle become trivialized. The same happens in the
combinatorial multiplication, [BS08a], (6.1).

Thus, the only tricky case is push-forward. If we do a saddle move on the cup
from j to <y(j), then 1 is sent to Xy — xcr(y) (—1)J (zjj+i + .z^y^j+i), since Zi
is the vanishing set in Zj+i of N ^J' : Va(j) -> Vj and this is the first Chern class of
Hom(V^(y), Vj). This is precisely the extension ofKhovanov's rule (recall that.Zy)j is
0 if y lies on a line segment, as in [Str09]), (5.4.2), except for the difference of sign,
which we will deal with momentarily.

For closing a segment to a circle, we obtain (—l)J+1Zjtf+i, which again matches

the rule from §5.4 of [Str09] (up to sign), since this subvariety is given by the zero
set of a section of Hom(Fy /-fy-i, C).

Altogether, this proves that our geometric and the Khovanov-Stroppel algebraic
multiplications agree up to signs (not necessarily an overall sign); however, we know
exactly how the signs are off from the algebraic multiplication, and thus can correct
for them by choosing a different orientation of Zj. We change the orientation by

(_l)Eki^ where

Ji
j if the i-th step is a saddle creating a circle on the (i, cr(i)) cup,

y + 1 if the i-th step closes a circle at y,
0 otherwise.

This precisely corrects for the signs which appeared in the description of the
multiplication and we arrive at the Khovanov-Stroppel formulas.

In order to describe this in terms of cohomology classes on ^ xy ^ xy ^, we
need to use base change for clean intersections: if we have a diagram of cleanly
intersecting submanifolds

X

JA V)l/ JB

AHB
then by standard algebraic topology (analogous to [CG97], Proposition 2.6.47), we
have that

*|(m)*£ (JA)*(e(E) U j$g)
where E i\]^TxI (J%Fa + Jb^b) is the excess bundle of the intersection.
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This shows that if we have any chain of manifolds Ai ^ A2 Ç. A3 ^ • • • ç Ai,
such that the intersection of any subset of the Ai s is clean, we can always shorten
the chain by doing base change, at the cost of multiplying by the Euler class of a

bundle on one of the An\. By induction, the iterated push-pull can be described as a

pulling back to Ç\ Ai, multiplying the Euler class of a bundle on f]t Ai, and pushing
forward to At.

Applying this to the Zj's, we get a bundle on p)^ Zj ^tu' fl ^tu fl ^iu" whose

Euler class is the desired / on that given component of ^ Xy ^ Xy ^; the result
follows. D

Since this proof describes the cohomology class / in a somewhat implicit manner,
let us attempt to give a more intuitive description at the cost of some loss ofprecision.
We can write Khovanov's cobordism in normal form, that means as union of 3 pieces:
one where circles just join together, one where we add some handles to the cobordism,
and one where the cobordism branches out to meet the circles of C'C".

Geometrically, each of these portions of the cobordism match up with parts of the
convolution procedure:

• The merging portion of the cobordism corresponds to pull-back to the triple
intersection y tu' fl ^tu fl ^iu".

• The handles portion corresponds to multiplying by / on the triple intersection;
in particular, the degree of / is equal to twice the number of handles, i.e. the

genus of the cobordism.

• The branching portion corresponds to the push-forward to ^ tu' fl ^ tu".

In particular, if the cobordism has genus zero, than it only consists of merges and

branches. In this case it follows from the proof of Theorem 35 that the multiplication
map

H'tyw' nyw) <g> H'tyw nW) -> H'tyw' nyw")
giving rise to our desired algebra is just pulling back to the triple intersection and

pushing forward, but with appropriate choices of orientations of the involved manifolds.

4.3. Comparison with the natural choice of orientation. For the sake of
completeness we would like to indicate (without proof) in which sense the convolution
algebra with our choice of orientation differs from the convolution algebra obtained
when we choose the natural complex orientation. The difference will depend on a

parameter a, where we set a 1 in case we chose the natural complex orientation,
and a — 1 for our choice of orientation.

Theorem 36. Let tu', tu, tu" be standard tableaux, with the corresponding cup
diagrams C m(tu'), C m(tu), C" m(iu"). The image of

w J-wlw <8>wlw» e H'tyw' n y w) ® H'tyw n W)
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in H*(tyw' fl y w") under the convolution product (in either case) can be calculated
as follows: Place C'C over CC" and consider the minimal cobordism & from this
collection ofcircles to the collection ofcircles given by C'C" (see [KhoOO], [BS08a]).

If we consider this cobordism as a union of saddle moves corresponding to the

set Sy with respect to w (with some fixed order compatible with the nesting) then

w'lw ® wlw" goes to the product YlieS ^(') wnere

if the saddle ofi joins two circles,

if the saddle ofi creates two circles, and Yc{i) contains Yi,
(p(i)

1

ax,-

xt + axa(j)
aXj + otxc(i} otherwise,

if the saddle ofi creates two circles, and yi contains Yc{i),

where Yj denotes the created circle containing the vertex labeled by j for

Proof. Left to the reader.

any j.
D

Example 37. If, for instance, C Cup(W) C",C Cup(UU) then we have the

following possible sequence of diagrams describing (£' (which is in this case a pair
of pants joining two circles to one circle followed by a pair of pants which splits this

one circle into two).

m\u u u
a a au

Zo

The element w'lw <g> wlw" is then mapped to (xi + otX2)w'lw", since the only
place where a circle is split into two is at the cup/cap pair attached to the vertices 1

and 2 (from the left). Alternatively we could have chosen the sequence where we first
remove the cup/cap pair attached to the vertices 1 and 2, so that w'lw <g> w lw" is then
mapped to (X3 + otx^)w'lw" which equals (xi + otX2)w>lw» in H*(tywr fl ^iu").
The result will always be independent from the chosen sequence, since any such

sequence describes the convolution product. If we swap the roles of C and C" then

w'lw ® wlw" would be mapped to (axi + ax3)w'lw" in H*Qèw' fi^iu").

If a —1, then the resulting algebra is not associative, if a 1 then this is

exactly Khovanov's arc algebra (with the extension from [Str09]). It seems natural

to search for a topological construction making transparent the difference between
these two algebra structures on the same vector space. Our suggestion is to use a
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TQFT-like procedure like Khovanov's, but one which is sensitive to the embedding of
cobordisms in 3-space. This is what we propose to call an embedded 2-dimensional
TQFT.

Equivalently, one can say that our cobordisms keep track of the nestedness of the
circles. In particular, there will be two types ofpair of pants cobordisms, namely one
which connects one circle with two disjoint, not nested circles in the usual embedding
for trousers and a second "unusual" one which connects one circle with two disjoint,
but nested circles, with one of the trouser legs pushed down the middle of the other,
see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Embedded pair of pants: The usual one for not nested circles, the unusual one for
nested circles.

For instance, the minimal cobordism displayed in the previous example would be

a composition of a usual pair of pants connecting two circles to one followed by a

generalized pair of pants splitting one circle into two nested circles. We now define

an embedded version of Khovanov's algebra by assigning the following maps to the

pair of pants morphisms:

• To a usual pair ofpants joining two (not-nested) circles to one circle, we associate
the multiplication m: R 0 R ^ R, 1 0 1 \-^ 1, X 0 1 ^ I 1 ® I ^ I,
X ® X h> 0.

• To the reverse cobordism, splitting one circle into two (not-nested) circles, we
associate the comultiplication À: R -> R ® R, 1 i-> —X ® 1 — 1 <g) AT,

X h> -X <g> X.
(So far it is exactly the setup of [KhoOO], except that our —X is X there.)

• To the "unusual" pair of pants joining two nested circles to one circle, we
associate the map m' : R 0 R ^ R, 1 0 1 h>- 1, .AT <g> 1 \-^ X, 1 0 X \-> -X,
X 0 X i-> 0, where the first tensor factor is associated with the outer circle and

the second with the inner circle.

• To the reverse cobordism, we associate the linear map À': R -^ R 0 R, 1 i->

X 0 1 — 1 0 X, X i-> —X 0 X, where again the first tensor factor is outer and
the second is inner.
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Keeping track of the nestedness using the rules above describes exactly the (non-
associative) multiplication on the convolution algebra with the ordinary complex
orientation.

5. Coherent sheaves and cup functors

In this section, we want to connect our approach with the one of [CK08], where

an alternative (geometric) categorification of the Jones polynomial was obtained. It
agrees on the Ko -group level with the Reshetikhin-Turaev tangle invariant [RT90]
associated with t^(sl2), hence also with the decategorification of [Str05] which in
turn restricts to Khovanov's functorial invariant. The precise categorical or functorial
connection between the geometric and algebraic-representation theoretic picture is
however open at the moment. In the following, we give some partial results which
indicate that the geometric picture might differ slightly from the algebraic one. We

note that our results partially overlap with those obtained independently in [Ann].

5.1. Geometric background. Now, we consider the Springer fiber as a Lagrangian
subvariety inside a larger smooth space. This ambient space is best defined as the
preimage under the Springer resolution of a normal slice to the nilpotent orbit through
N at JV. We denote this space by $n_k,k- Our Springer fiber is included as the fiber
over JV. The interested reader can consult [MV07] for details. For our purposes, the

only important fact about the varieties is that they are smooth, and each component
of the Springer fiber is a Lagrangian subvariety inside $n_k,k- These spaces were for
instance used in the geometric construction of knot invariants via Floer homology in
the work of [SS06] and [Man07].

In the case where n 2k, this variety has a more convenient description, which
played an important role in the work of Cautis and Kamnitzer [CK08], who used

a compactification of it to define homological knot invariants. So from now on let
n 2k. Let M be the nilpotent endomorphism of C2" with two equally sized
Jordan blocks. Let {p\, p2, ¦ ¦ ¦, Pn, ai, #2, • ••><?«} be the basis of C2" such that M
has Jordan Normal Form (with Mpt pt_i and Mqt #j_i) with the C*-action
as before on V. Now define the space of flags

Zn {Fo C Fi C ••• C F„-i CFnC C2n | dimC Ft i, MFt C Ff_i}.

We can identify our original vector space V with the span of the Pi, qi for
1 < * < n, with the endomorphism M restricting to the nilpotent endomorphism
JV. Thus, we can identify Y with the subset of Zn where Fn V. Furthermore,
$k,k can be identified with the subset of Zn where the projection of Fn onto V (by
forgetting the coordinates with higher indices) is an isomorphism.

In Section 4 of [CK08], the authors define functors between the bounded derived
categories £>(Zn') of (C*-equivariant) coherent sheaves on Zn' (for varying n') which
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provide a categorified tangle/knot invariant, in the following sense: to each (nx, «2)-
tangle, there is an associated functor from £>(Zni) to £)(Z„2) which is a tangle
invariant, up to isomorphism, and decategorifies to the Reshetikhin-Turaev tangle
invariant associated with (the quantum group of) SI2 on the level of the Ä"o-group.

In fact, for all k, the space Sn-k,k is embedded in Zn matching the obvious
inclusion of the Springer fiber (see [MV07]). The compactification obtained by
closing this embedding seems to be a likely candidate for extending [CK08] beyond
the case of blocks of equal size. However, we will not pursue this idea further in this

paper.
Let Coh(Z„) be the category of coherent sheaves on Zn with its bounded derived

category £>b(Zn).
For our purposes, the C*-action carefully tracked in [CK08] is unnecessary, so

we will ignore it. Since all the functors of concern are defined by Fourier-Mukai
transforms, they have non-equivariant analogues.

Note that, Zo is just a point, and so Coh(Zo) is the category of vector spaces
over C

If C is a cup diagram corresponding to a standard tableau S with two rows of size

k, we can view it as a (0,2fc)-tangle and consider the associated functor

(pc : £>b(Zo) £>*(\fect) -> £>b(Zn)

as defined in [CK08] (the interested reader may note Equation (5.2) below serves
as an inductive definition of this functor). In general, the functors associated with
crossingless tangles are not exact in the standard ^-structure on Coh(Z„) (though of
course, they are exact in the triangulated sense). In the special case of a (0,2&)-tangle,
the situation is much easier: First of all, the functor maps a vector space to an actual
sheaf (i.e. is exact in the usual ?-structure), hence defines (or comes from) a functor

<Pc : Coh(Zo) Vect -> Coh(Z„). (5.1)

Secondly, as with any exact functor from vector spaces to any abelian category, (pc
is already determined by its value on C

5.2. Half-densities. We let Q 1^2(Ys) denote a square-root of the canonical bundle

on the component Ys- This sheaf exists by the theorem below (but more generally, it
exists at least as a twisted sheaf) and is unique, since the Picard group of any iterated
[P1-bundle is torsion-free.

Lemma 38. Each component Ys carries a unique square-root of the canonical bun-

die. In fact, Ù1/2(YS) Q* <g)jeSv Vt.

Proof. Abbreviate A Ys. As in any bundle, one can always compute the canonical
bundle on the total space as the product of the canonical bundle on the base and the
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relative canonical bundle. Since each component is fibered over one for a smaller

diagram, to show the result by induction, we need only show that the relative canonical
bundle of that fibration has a square root.

Let i be an index such that <j(i) i + 1. In this case, our fibration is

% A^A',
where A' is the component for our cup diagram with the cup from i to i + 1 deleted.
Since Vj-1 is isomorphic to 0(1) on the fibers, we have that our fibration is the

projectivization of the bundle qj*l^-_1 Vj ® Vf1 where j is the left end of the cup
immediately nested over i. Thus, we have an exact sequence

0 -> nA/A' -> Hom(q*(Fy © Vf1), Vt) -> Hom(Fj, Vt) -> 0.

The multiplicativity of determinants in exact sequences shows that

QA/AI c* det(QA/A,) c* det (Hom(q*(F; © Vf1), Vi)) g* V2.

1 /2
Thus, ÇlAiAi Vi. On the other hand, q*QA' ®,-es \{j} K'- Thus, the result
follows by induction. D

In fact, these square roots are exactly the images of the 1-dimensional vector space
under the functors <pc associated to cup diagrams:

Theorem 39. Let W be any finite dimensional vector space. Then

<pc(W)^W0Cn1/2(Ys).

Proof. Our proof is by induction. Assume that the result is true for all smaller n, in
particular for the corresponding cup diagrams with less than n points. This set of
diagram include for instance the diagram C which is C with one of its minimal cups
removed. Denote by S' the corresponding standard tableau and let j and y + 1 be
the endpoints of this cup.

Then if i iy is the inclusion of the locus where JV(i*)+i) -fy-i holds, and

q q-> is the projection defined on this locus to Z„_2 given by forgetting Fj and

Fj-\-x as well as applying JV to all subspaces larger than -fy+i, we have ([CK08],
4.2.1) the equation

<Pc(W) U(Vj 0 q*(<pc>(W)). (5.2)

By induction, our proposition holds for C, so this equation becomes

<Pc(W) U(Vj 0 q*(W 0c n1/2(iv)).

On the other hand, we have the usual exact sequence of normal bundles

0 -? q*^v/r„_2 -? MYs/Yn -> V*+l 0 Vj\Ys -> 0.
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Since V* Ly ^ Vf U, we see that Q(YS) ^ q*Q(YS') 0 V®2, so Ql/2(YS) ^
q*Q1'2(Ys') 0 Vj. Applying this in equation (5.2), we obtain the desired result.

D

On the way of trying to connect the different categorifications of the Reshetikhin-
Turaev tangle invariants one could hope for an isomorphism of rings

ExtCoh(8w_,.,)0'*^1/2(^)^*^1/2(^)) End(P(x • 0))

where P(x ¦ 0) is the indecomposable projective module associated with a component
A under the isomorphisms of (3.3), or more generally a formula like

ExtCoh(8w_,.,)0'*^1/2(^)^'^1/2(5)) End(P(x • 0), P(y ¦ 0)) (5.3)

as graded vector spaces (up to our usual shifts). On the other hand, based on work
such that of Leung ([Leu02]), one might expect that

Extcoh(§,_,.,)0'*^^'*^) H*(A), (5.4)

or, more generali}',

Extcoh(8„_^)0'*^^*^) H'(A n B) (5-5)

as graded vector spaces (up to our usual shifts), where (9A denotes the structure sheaf

on A. In the following we will show that, in fact, all of the above statements are true,
except the last one (which might appear as a surprise).

The importance of these square roots of canonical bundles (the so-called half-
densities) in connection with derived categories of coherent sheaves and the failure
of (5.5) have previously been noticed by physicists in connection with the so-called
Freed—Witten anomaly, (see [FW99]).

A mathematical manifestation of this phenomenon appears when considering the

spectral sequences computing the Ext*-groups of the square roots of the canonical
sheaves in contrast to the ones computing the Ext*-groups of the structure sheaves of
these varieties, as carefully explained for instance in papers such as [KS02], [Sha04].

The crucial point hereby is that by the adjunction formula for the canonical bundle

on a subvariety ([Huy05], Proposition 2.2.17), using half-densities instead ofstructure
sheaves compensates for the appearance of the normal bundle in the E2-term of the

spectral sequence of [KS02] which we use below.
Let now n (n —k)-\-k as usual. Let A, B be components in the corresponding

Springer fiber Y included in the resolution to the Slodowy slice 2>n_k,k- Let i : A °^-
&n-kja and y : B <^-> &n-k,k De the natural inclusions. The formula (5.3) is by
Theorem 32 equivalent to the following result:

Theorem 40. There is an isomorphism ofgraded vector spaces

Extcoh(8w_^)0'*^(^)1/2'7*^(5)1/2) H-(AnB)(d(A,B)),
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Proof. First, note that since Sn-k,k is holomorphic symplectic and the components
of the Springer fiber are Lagrangian, so the symplectic form induces an isomorphism
between the normal bundle and cotangent bundle. Further, this shows that on an

intersection, the quotient

T§n_kk\AnB/(TA\AnB + Tb\ac\b)

will be the cotangent bundle T£ng.
Given these facts, the result follows almost immediately from Theorem A. 1 of

[CKS03] (though the theorem appeared with a less complete proof in [KS02]). In
our case, this gives a spectral sequence

HHA n B, A*TjnB) c* H™(A n B) =* Ext^^(imQ(A)^2JmQ(B)^2)
where Hp'q denotes the usual Dolbeault cohomology. The first Chern classes of line
bundles (which lie in H1'1 (A n B)) generate Hp>q(A n B), so it has only (p, p)
Dolbeault cohomology. Thus, this spectral sequence has no non-trivial differentials,
and we obtain the desired isomorphism. D

Corollary 41. There is an isomorphism ofgraded vector spaces

Extcoh(s«-*,/c) (0^(^)1/2.0M^(^)1/2) H(Y Xy Y),
A A

where the sum runs over all irreducible components A.

Of course, both the left and right side of this isomorphism have natural ring structures

given by Yoneda product and by convolution. The statement of the following
conjecture would give a very explicit description of the Ext-algebra of half-densities:

Conjecture 42. There is an isomorphism of algebras

Extcoh(§w_,,,) (QiA+nw^Qu.niA)1'2) ^ h(y xy y).
A A

Remark 43. Of course, this Ext-algebra is, as a vector space, also isomorphic to
Khovanov's arc algebra, and at the moment, the authors are unsure as to which product
on this vector space corresponds to Yoneda's. Having clarified this conjecture it would
not be too difficult to extend it to (4.1).

An affirmative or negative answer to this conjecture would directus toward further
questions on the correct geometric perspective on knot homolog}':

Question 44. Is it possible to construct a functorial tangle invariant and categorification

of the Jones polynomial using our new convolution algebras? If so what is

the relation to previous geometrical ones ([CK08], [SS06], [Man07]) and to
algebraic/representation theoretic approaches ([Kho02], [Str05])?
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As was noted in [Ann], these half-densities are so-called exotic sheaves as
introduced by Bezrukavnikov [Bez06]. This suggests that the conjecture and questions
above could be investigated using the noncommutative Springer resolution and
related techniques of algebraic geometry.

We can perform a partial verification of Conjecture 42, considering only a single
component at a time.

Theorem 45. Let A be an irreducible component of Y and i : A °^ &n-kjc tne
inclusion. Let (9A be the structure sheaf on A. Then there are isomorphisms of
graded rings

^tiMsn_kk)(i*n1!^

Remark 46. Note that thanks to (3.3) the rings appearing in the theorem can also

be identified with the endomorphism rings of indecomposable projective and at the

same time injective modules in the associated parabolic category (9 for sl„. Based

on the results of this paper, the slight generalization from components to arbitrar}'
stable manifolds should not be too difficult by mimicking [BS 10], Section 6.

ProofofTheorem 45. The first isomorphism follows from the fact that Q1'2(A)
deforms to a global line bundle on S„_£s£, the pullback of YlteS ^ fr°m Zn. (It's worth
noting, this isomorphism does not hold in general.)

To compute the Ext-algebra on the left hand side we first compute the Ext-sheaves

8xt*(i*@A, i*0A). The irreducible component A is smooth, hence a local complete
intersection ([Har77], Example 8.22.1). Since we can work locally, we might assume
that A is the zero locus of a regular section s <G H°(E) for some bundle E on Z.

Then we have the Koszul resolution

0 -> AnE* -> A"_1£* -> > A*£* -> E* -> <9Z -> U&c -> 0, (5.6)

where the differential maps f\ A /2 A • • • A fr <G A E* to

^(-ir1#)/lA/2A-A/7-iA/WA...A/r.
i lr

The Koszul complex is exact, since s is a regular section (see [GH78], page 688).
The beginning of the resolution (5.6) defines a surjection

E* -> I -> 0 (5.7)

where I is the ideal sheaf of A in Z. Tensoring with i*0A, we get a surjection
i*E* -> Ijl2 ^A/Z- This maP is an isomorphism for dimension reasons.
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Now Sxt *(i*@A, i*0A) can be calculated as the cohomology sheaves of the complex

i* A* E. Since i*s 0, the differentials in this complex are all zero, hence

8xt*(i*0A,i*0A) o* A*JfA/z (5.8)

as graded vector spaces.
We have to compare the ring structure. We first claim that there is a map of

differential graded algebras

e: A'E -> 8xtm(UOA,UOA)

sending £ <G Ar E to the contraction with £, denoted C|. The differentials in the
Koszul complex (5.6) are given by contraction cs with the section s, and c% and cs

super commute. Therefore c (£) is a chain map of degree k. Since contraction satisfies

c?£ o ec c?£A£, the map c? intertwines the wedge product on the source space with
the composition in the target space. Passing to cohomology, we obtain that (5.8) is

an isomorphism of algebras.
Since the component A is Lagrangian inside Z, we have a canonical isomorphism

between the normal bundle of A in Z and the cotangent bundle of A, in formulas

*a/z n-
^

It thus follows from the isomorphism of (5.8) that the cohomology of the Ext-
sheaf 8xt*(i#&A,i*@A) is canonically isomorphic to the Dolbeault cohomology
H*(A; A*Tj£) (here we abuse notation, and identify the vector bundle AqTj£ with
its sheaf ofholomorphic sections) with its usual product induced by A. By the Hodge
theorem, this is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology H*(A; C) equipped with
the cup product.

Thus, we have the local-global spectral sequence

E*'q : Hp(A;AqT*A) HP(A; Aq MA,Z) Hp+q(A;8xt'(i*®A,i*®A))

^E<lhn_k>k)(^A,UOA).

This sequence collapses due to the Hodge diamond only having diagonal support, as

in the proof ofTheorem 40, and thus induces a ring isomorphism from H*(A; C) to
the ring Ext*oh(§H_fc k)(U®A, U®a)-

6. Exotic sheaves and highest weight categories

In fact, we would like to propose a correspondence between weight sequences and

certain sheaves on Zn, which extends that sending a full crossingless matching on n
points to half-densities on the corresponding component of the Springer fiber.
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Let w he a weight sequence of length n. We denote by r(w) he the number of
cups in C(w). Let

Zw {F* e Zn | Fi-i JV ^l'Fa(p) for i and o(i) connected in C(w)}

with its embedding j jw : Zw -> Z„. If r(iu) 1 we have the map tj : Zy, ->
Z„_2 as in (5.1), and in general a map p : Zw -> Z„_2r(u>) by taking compositions
of such maps, one for each cup.

Consider the line bundle Vw (£)iew Vi on Zw and set 5y, j*Vw. In the

setup of [CK08], the latter has the following description: to the cup diagram C(w),
Cautis and Kamnitzer associated a functor F : D (Zn_2r(w)) ~^ F> (Zn) and (by
comparing the definitions) we have y* Vw F(V^), where w is the induced weight
sequence on the orphaned points of C(w).

We have the following two extreme cases:

• If r(w) 0, then F is just the identity functor and we have Sw Vw.

• If r(w) k, then Zw is just a point and in fact, Sw <Pc(w)(r~-) as in Theorem

39.

Let ®w he the set of weight diagrams which differ from w by switching the signs

on opposite ends of any number of cups in Cup(if). For an object M e D (Zn) we
denote by [M] its class in Kq(D (Zn)). Then the following holds.

Proposition 47.

p»] E (-i)/(wM(wV»']. (6.1)
w'e®VJ

Inparticulor, the classes of\$w\ and [Vw] span the same sublattice ofthe Grothendieck

group.

Proof. We induct on the number of cups in C(w). If this is 0, we have reduced to
the fact that Sw Vw in this case. Otherwise, we can write Sw <Pi(Sv) where i
is on the left end of a minimal cup in C(w) and v is the induced weight sequence on
S - {i, i + 1}. Now, we can assume that [Sv] £»'€©„ (-1/(,'MC,'') IM« Let v+
hev with the cup at i, i +1 added and marked with VA, and v~ he the same, but with
AV at i, i + 1 instead. Then, as we noted previously, we have an exact sequence

0 -> Vv- -> Vv+ -> <pi(Vv) -> 0 (6.2)

and thus in the Grothendieck group, [^j(Vi,)] [Vv+] — [Vv-].
Note that ®w 0+ U 0~, and i(v) i(v+) i(v~) + 1 (mod 2) so

[Sw] [MS*)} E (-i)m-"W) {[Viv0+] - [V(v0-l)
v'e®v

E (-i)/(wM(wV»'].
«J'€0,
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Remark 48. Proposition 47 should be compared with [BS08a], (5.12), which implies
that [Sw] 2wu>'e© dWtW'(— 1)[VW'], where dWtW/ is a Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial

(arising from perverse sheaves on Grassmannians).

By the Cellular Fibration Lemma ([CG97], Lemma 5.5.1) and Theorem 6.2 of
[CK08], the Vw's generate D (Zn), and in fact are a basis of the Grothendieck

group. As a consequence of Theorem 47 we have the following:

Corollary 49. The objects Sw generate the category D (Zn) and are a basis of its
Grothendieck group.

By Remark 48, the transformation matrix between the two bases is given by
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.

Following ideas of Bezrukavnikov, we now define a ^-structure on D (Zn) (not
the standard one) for which the Sw form a complete set of simple objects in the heart.
This heart will then be equivalent to the category of finite dimensional modules over
our convolution algebra Kn. The algebra Kn is quasi-hereditary with the standard
modules given by the line bundles l^'s.

First, we define the necessary ordering on the set of weights. This is the standard

ordering on weights which can be explicitly given in this case by saying that w < v

if for each i, there are more V's in the last i indices for v than w. Alternatively, it's
the partial ordering generated by the basic relation that changing AV to VA is getting
smaller in the ordering.

Lemma 50. The full additive category generated by the Sw 's is semisimple. Let still
be n 2k. Let w, w' weights. Then Hom£,ô(Coh(ZH)(5u,, Sw') {0} for w ^ w'

HomZ)*(Coh(Z„))(^w"^') C otherwise.

Proof. Claim: let d(w, w') he as in (3.2) then either Extçoh,z \(VW,VW) is trivial
or its minimal nonzero degree is i d(w, w'), and so the lemma follows directly.
Note that in case w,w' correspond to standard tableaux, then the claim is clear by
Theorem 40. It of course also holds for n 2.

Assume first w is minimal in the partial order < and w! is arbitrary. If w w',
thenE<oh(Zw)(^, Sw) c* Ext{,MZn)(Vw, Vw) o* W(V*0Vw) c* H\0Zn) C
and the statement follows. If w ^ w' then C(w') has at least one minimal cup
connecting say i and i + 1. Using the adjunctions [CK08], Lemma 4.4, for cup
and cap functors in we can remove this cup in expense of applying a cap functor

Fi[l] to Vw. Let a, b he the i-th and i + 1-st labels of w and denote by v the

weight which is obtained from w by removing these two points. Then by [CK08],
6.3, we have the following four cases: FiVw 0 if ab VV or ab AA, and

then of course Ext^^^F«,, Vw) {0}. We have FtVw ^ Vv[l] if ab AV,
in which case the claim follows by induction (note that we removed a clockwise
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cup/cap). We have Fi Vw Vv if ab VA, in which case the claim follows by
induction noting that we removed a counter-clockwise cup/cap. Hence the statement
is true for minimal w. Assume w is not minimal. Choose a minimal cup in C(w)
say at the vertices i,i + 1. Applying again adjunction properties, we can remove
this cup by the expense of a cap functor Fi[—1]. If this cap creates a circle, we
have ExtJoh(Zw)(^, Vw,) 0* ExfCdi(Zn)(Vv, V^eExt^^LB^by [CK08],
Corollary 5.10. Since d(w, w') d(v, v'), the statement follows. If this cap does

not create a circle, and Ext*oh,z \(VW, V^f) 7^ {0}, then using again Corollary 5.10

of [CK08] and adjointness properties we get

e<mzJv™>K) © Extc;hWF- v^
Extcoh(ZH)(Gf^^,^)
ExfCdh(Zn)(GiFiVx,V^)

Extcoh(zH)(^-^Gf^)
Extcohk)(^' ^) © Ex&k)(^5 y*)>

where z is obtained from w'', and x is obtained from w, by swapping the labels at the
vertices i and i + 1. In particular,

Extcoh(ZH)(^ K) Extcoh(ZH)(^> ^)-
On the other hand c^(x, tu') d(w,z). (To see this assume first vertex / and Ä: are
connected to the vertices * and i + 1 via a cup diagram in C(u/)). D

The following is now a direct consequence of Lemma 3 in [Bez03]:

Theorem 51. There exists a unique t-structure ofD (Coh(Z„)), such that the Sw 's

form the simple objects.

Proof. We only have to verify the assumptions of [Bez03], Lemma 3. These are
however just Lemma 50 together with the observation that the Sw 's are sheaves (so
that UomDb(Coh(z„))(Sw,SW'[l]) {0} for any positive /). D

Following Bezrukavnikov, we call this the exotic ?-structure. We call the heart of
this ?-structure the category of exotic sheaves ©£„. The main result of this section is
the following:

Theorem 52. There is a highest weight structure on ©y„ such that the sheaves Vw

are standard.

Lemma 53. The sheaf Vw is exotic, and its composition factors are all of the form
$wi for w' < w, with Sw appearing exactly once.
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Proof. We induct on both the number of points, and the ordering given above. Our
base case is still that where C(w) is empty, where this is obvious.

As we noted before, we can write w as v+ for some sequence v on fewer points.
Recall the exact sequence (6.2). Now, by induction on the number of points (pi (Vv) is
exotic, and has the desired composition series (since Sv appears once in Vv, we have

$w <Pi($v) appearing once), and by induction on the partial order, Vv- is exotic,
and all its composition factors are strictly smaller than w. D

Lemma 54. The line bundles Vv form an exceptional sequence, that is, we have

Extcoh(z„)(^>^) 0.

for all v ^ w.

Proof. As usual, we have Ext1 (Vw, Vv) H* (V* 0VV). Thus our problem reduces

to computing the cohomology of certain line bundles.
Consider the map % : Zn —>- Zn_\ given by forgetting the top space. We note

that if € (€i,..., €n-i) is a vector valued in {1,0, —1}, then

Ve0SyrrTj(W), y < 0,

0, 7=1,
V€ 0 SymJ-2(W)[-l], j > 2,

where W jt* Vn is a rank 2 vector bundle which is an extension

0 -> V-\ -^W^ KB_i -> 0.

Thus, if a vector bundle is an extension of line bundles of the form Ve 0 V„ [m], for
Ij — 11 < k, then its push-forward is an extension of ones of the form V^1 0 ••• 0
V^22 ® Vn-Am'\ where \j' - 1| < k + e„_i.

Applying this inductively, we see that the I — n-fold push-forward it*'" V* 0 Vv

is an extension of line bundles of the form Ve 0 V^ [m] where \j — 1| < gn + 1

where gn is the difference between the number of V's in the last I — n places of w
and those in those places in v. If this number is ever negative, then j —1, so the

I — n + 1-fold push-forward is trivial. Thus, if this push-forward is non-trivial, we
must have this number always non-negative, that is, we must have v > w. D

ProofofTheorem 52. Lemmata 53 and 54 show the line bundles Vw's are standard

covers of the simple modules Sw. This shows that an object has negative Ext vanishing
with all Vw ifand only if it does with Sw (since Ext1 (Sw, X) Ext1 (Vw, X) for i < 0

ifExtl(Sv, X) 0 for all i < 0 and v < w), and the Serre subcategory generated by
{ Vv [i'] }i>o is the same as that generated by {Sv [i ] };>o • That is, the exotic ?-structure is

exactly the one which Bezrukavnikov calls the ?-structure of the exceptional sequence
{Vv}. By [Bez03], Proposition 2, the heart of this ^-structure is highest weight, with
{Vw} as its standards. D
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